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Are current policies leading Are current policies leading 
to a sustainable future to a sustainable future 
OR to collapse?OR to collapse?

Source: “Limits to Growth: the 30-Year Update”
Meadows et al. (2004)

• GDP growth  VS Resource used and emission produced

• Quality of life is getting better or worse?



Presentation outlinePresentation outline

• Differences between Asia and Europe
• Differences among Asian countries
• What have been done so far? (in Bangkok)
• What is the obstruction of sustainability?
• The challenge to sustainability



Asia & EuropeAsia & Europe

• Aim
– Sustainable development

• Barriers
– Political and culture
– Legal and institutional 
– Financial
– Practical and technological

• Problem
– Congestion
– Environmental problems
– Accident

Same, but different 
level of concern

Same, but 
different scale

Same, but 
different scale



CongestionCongestion

Bangkok Vienna



Use of public spaceUse of public space

Asia Europe



Walking streetWalking streetAsia Europe



Facilities for walkingFacilities for walking

Asia Europe



Allocation of spaceAllocation of spaceAsia Europe



Confliction among travellersConfliction among travellers

Good design, 
no confliction

Confliction is common 
in SE Asia

Asia Europe



Country
Population 
(millions)

Annual 
growth 
rates 
population

Median-
Age 
(years)

GDP per 
inhabitant 
(US-$)

population 
below 
poverty level 
in %

Thailand 62 0.91% 30.5 7,400 10%

Vietnam 82.7 1.30% 24.9 2,500 37%

Cambodia 13.4 1.80% 19.5 1,700 36%

Lao 6.1 2.44% 18.6 1,700 40%

Austria 8.2 0.14% 40 30,000 3.9%
UK 60.3 0.29% 38.7 27,700 17%

Among SE Asian countriesAmong SE Asian countries



Among SE Asia countriesAmong SE Asia countries

• Well development (Singapore)

• High infrastructure development 
(Big cities in Thailand, Malaysia, 
Indonesia, Philippine and Vietnam)

• Medium infrastructure development 
(Medium cities)

• Low infrastructure development
(Small cities and towns)

Problems are 
controllable

Serious problem

Some problem
(Getting bigger)

Less problem



Situation in SE AsiaSituation in SE Asia
Bangkok

Jakarta

Hanoi

Vientiane



Different strategy to tackle problemsDifferent strategy to tackle problems

• Big cities – planning to relieve problems

• Medium cities - planning to control problems

• Small cities and towns - planning to prevent
problems

In order to enhance quality of life



What has been done so far?What has been done so far?

• Mainly, over 20 years, more and more road 
infrastructure has been built.

• Planning is based on calculation of V/C and level 
of service, so more and more roads are needed.





BTS SKY Train and 
METRO service area
(23 + 20 km. long)

Expressway 
service area

> 200 km. long

Bangkok



Expressway Expressway 
at firstat first



Expressway Expressway 
at the endat the end



An impact of expresswayAn impact of expressway

Small business in city centre is dying



What has been done so far?What has been done so far?

• Mainly, over 20 years, more and more road infrastructure 
has been built.

• Planning is based on calculation of V/C and level of 
service, so more and more roads are needed.

• Public transport, walking and cycling have been 
slowly (or never) improved, particularly bus 
services.



Inappropriate bus servicesInappropriate bus services



But not bad at allBut not bad at all
METRO
New, clean and friendly
Easy access
Good information
(Thai and English)



Queuing system



What has been done so far?What has been done so far?
• Mainly, over 20 years, more and more road infrastructure 

has been built.
• Planning is based on calculation of V/C and level of 

service, so more and more roads are needed.
• Public transport, walking and cycling has been slowly (or 

never) improved, particularly bus services.

• Car use restraint measures (e.g. parking charge, 
road pricing, fuel tax, ect.) have never been 
considered to implement.

• On the other hand, sometimes, subsidy for fuel 
price and expressway toll.
Thus, these force travellers to have and use car



What is the obstruction of What is the obstruction of 
sustainability?sustainability?



Political 
barrier

Legal and 
institutional
barriers

Financial
barrier

Practical and 
technological
barriers

“Wrong”
implementation

Misbehaviour and 
misperception on 
car use

> 20 years

The ‘wrong’ implementation circle



The challenge to achieve The challenge to achieve 
sustainabilitysustainability

• In Europe, not everything is right, but there is still 
a lot of good examples.

• There is no technical problem.
• Also there is no financial problem to do the ‘right’

things (e.g. re-allocation of space), as shown (a lot 
cheaper than an expressway).

• It is possible to overcome legal, institutional, 
financial, practical and technological barriers, 

BUT
• How can we come across a political problem?



How can we come across a How can we come across a 
political problem?political problem?

Underground

Monorail

Sky Train

BRT

Which one Which one 
we should we should 
go for?go for?

Technical issue

OR

Politic issue?
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